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Inquiring Minds for January, 22, 2016 
Topic.. The Media and Responsibility 

Moderator.. Al Kaplan 
 

 
We who live in these United States are fortunate to have the ability to gather our 
information about the world around us, freely, from the Media that we chose to 
expose ourselves to. And this Media is not  controlled by a superior body, such 
as a government, which gives us only one view. 
 
But recent weeks have seen some reported changes in this objectivity, that we 
had come to expect. In particular, two episodes come to mind, which are 
described in two articles from the press, enclosed.. 
 
In one, a person of wealth has purchased several media outlets, and has seemed 
to impose a specific set of viewpoints… His and not necessarily the “truth.” In 
the second article a media outlet has used undocumented sources (later shown 
to be false) to portray a set of facts to the public, and only later, under pressure 
has the media body attempted to redact their portrayal as truth. 
 
So the question of Media Responsibility is raised. 
 

1. Is or should the prime responsibility of the Media to portray true facts to 
the public, or any information as desired by the owners of the media 
instrument? 
 

2. Granted the owner has a vested interest in whatever ihe/she offers up, is 
there a responsibility of truthfulness regardless of the direction it takes? 
 

3. Do the media have a responsibility to separate facts from opinion in 
     what it offers to the public? 

 
4. How much responsibility does the media have to get the information it  
      Offers up as to truthfulness versus fiction, and how much 
      responsibility to the public does it have to inform the public of fiction 
      versus opinion? 

 
5..If we assume there is some media responsibility, whose responsibility  
    in the media apparatus is it…. The reporter, or the editorial staff?? 

 
6. Or is the responsibility, not that of the media, but rather that of the reader?  
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7. Under our system, how can the reader ascertain the truthfulness, or 
objectivity of what he/she reads, sees, or hears? 

 
 

+++++ 

Las Vegas New Staff Advised on Covering Adelson. Sidney Ember, NY Times, January 5, 2016 

Ever since the billionaire casino mogul Sheldon Adelson acquired The Las Vegas Review-Journal last month, the 
newspaper’s reporters and editors have agonized over whether their coverage of Mr. Adelson and his business 
interests would be compromised. 

On Tuesday, the staff at The Review-Journal met for the second consecutive day with an adviser, who laid out 
guidelines for how the embattled newspaper should cover its new owner and his family. The staff members made 
several demands, including that they be allowed to meet a representative of the Adelson family. 

The gathering came a day after a contentious meeting with the adviser, David J. Butler, executive editor of The 
Providence Journal in Rhode Island, who told The Review-Journal’s staff to ease up on how it covered Mr. 
Adelson. 

In December, Mr. Adelson paid $140 million for the Las Vegas paper, buying it through a shell company. (The 
Providence Journal is owned by GateHouse Media, which also manages the operations of The Review-Journal.) 

During the meeting on Tuesday, Mr. Butler provided the Review-Journal staff with a list of requirements related to 
coverage of the Adelson family. The staff agreed on nine guidelines, said Stephanie Grimes, a features editor, 
who shared details about the proceedings on Twitter. 

They included the requirement that a statement about Mr. Adelson’s ownership of The Review-Journal appear in 
the paper, and that all articles about Mr. Adelson and his business and political interests would also contain 
sufficient disclosures. 

Mr. Adelson is a prominent Republican donor. 

The identity of Mr. Adelson as the buyer of The Review-Journal was kept secret for days after the sale was 
announced on Dec. 10, sending the paper’s reporters scrambling to identify their new owner and raising 
questions about the lack of transparency. 

In the weeks after the sale, executives at the paper reviewed and edited articles about the sale to remove details 
and quotes that could put the new owners in an unflattering light, according to several Review-Journal reporters 
and editors. 

At the end of December, the paper’s editor, Michael Hengel, resigned. The Review-Journal has yet to name an 
interim editor, and the newsroom has urged management to put a new leader in place. 

The publisher of The Review-Journal will continue to review articles involving the Adelson family, Mr. Butler said 
on Tuesday. He denied a request from the staff to guarantee certain portions of stories not be cut. The staff also 
objected to having an ombudsman for the paper, fearing the person would be used “for nefarious purposes,” Ms. 
Grimes posted on Twitter. 

Staff members also said they wanted to know who was behind an order that journalists monitor three local 
judges, one of whom is overseeing a lawsuit filed in 2010 against Mr. Adelson and his casino company. 

http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/a/sheldon_g_adelson/index.html?inline=nyt-per
https://twitter.com/stephgrimes
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/12/15/business/media/reporters-in-las-vegas-try-to-crack-case-of-who-owns-their-newspaper.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/12/23/business/media/editor-quits-after-mogul-buys-paper-in-las-vegas.html
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Shortly before the sale was announced, an article about business courts that was critical of that judge appeared 
in two Connecticut newspapers owned by Michael E. Schroeder, who had been the manager of News & Media 
Capital Group, the company through which Mr. Adelson bought The Review-Journal. 

Mr. Schroeder is no longer involved with the paper or News & Media Capital Group 

+++++ 

 

Systemic change needed after faulty times article, Margaret Sullivan, NY Times, December 18, 2015 
 

Mistakes are bound to happen in the news business, but some are worse than others. 

What I’ll lay out here was a bad one. It involved a failure of sufficient skepticism at every level of the reporting 
and editing process — especially since the story in question relied on anonymous government sources, as too 
many Times articles do. 

Here’s the background: A Times article Sunday reported that the U.S. government had missed something that 
was right out there in the open: the jihadist social-media posts by one of the San Bernardino killers. Its initial 
paragraphs read as follows: 

Tashfeen Malik, who with her husband carried out the massacre in San Bernardino, Calif., passed three 
background checks by American immigration officials as she moved to the United States from Pakistan. None 
uncovered what Ms. Malik had made little effort to hide — that she talked openly on social media about her views 
on violent jihad. 

She said she supported it. And she said she wanted to be a part of it. 

It was certainly damning – and it was wrong. On Wednesday, the F.B.I. director, James B. Comey, referred to 
such reporting as “a garble.” And, as it turns out from his statements and from further reporting, Ms. Malik had 
not posted “openly” on social media. She had written emails; she had written private messages, not visible to the 
public; and she had written on a dating site. 

In other words, the story’s clear implication that those who vetted Ms. Malik’s visa had missed the boat – a 
clearly visible ocean liner – was based on a false premise. 

On Thursday evening, an editors’ note was appended to the article; it appeared in Friday’s paper. Editors’ notes 
are sometimes used instead of corrections to provide more context and explanation. But there’s no question that 
this also functioned as a correction. 

Even before the editors’ note appeared, readers were writing to me with their concerns. Nancy Cadet, who 
described herself as a longtime subscriber, wanted to know how this happened: “Were these reporters relying on 
tips from a non-credible source?” And she observed, quite correctly, that harm is done when The Times gets it 
wrong: “The falsehoods and their repercussions live on long after the stories have been corrected or disputed.” 

She’s right. Erik Wemple of The Washington Post, who wrote early and often on this all week, noted that the story 
“set fire to the news system. All sorts of follow-up reports surfaced. And straight into the political arena it went.” 
It wasn’t long, he added, before Republican presidential candidate Ted Cruz was using it to bash Democrats. And 
there’s been a lot of commentary: Esquire saw “source pollution” as the problem; Mother Jones wrote that two of 
the reporters should be “considered on probation” (not dismissed, as an earlier version of this post said); 
and Salon called it “an epic reporting fail” with dire national consequences. 

I have two major and rather simple questions: How did this happen? And how can The Times guard against its 
happening again? (As many readers have noted, some very critically, two of the authors of this article, Matt 
Apuzzo and Michael S. Schmidt, also wrote the flawed story in July that reported that Hillary Clinton would be the 
target of a criminal investigation by the Justice Department because of her email practices while secretary of 

http://www.nytimes.com/2015/12/13/us/san-bernardino-attacks-us-visa-process-tashfeen-maliks-remarks-on-social-media-about-jihad-were-missed.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/12/17/us/san-bernardino-attackers-discussed-jihad-in-private-messages-fbi-says.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/12/13/us/san-bernardino-attacks-us-visa-process-tashfeen-maliks-remarks-on-social-media-about-jihad-were-missed.html#addendums
https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/erik-wemple/wp/2015/12/16/the-fbi-just-blasted-reporting-on-the-san-bernardino-killings/
http://www.esquire.com/news-politics/politics/news/a40605/new-york-times-source-pollution/?mag=esq&list=nl_enl_news&src=nl&date=121815
http://www.motherjones.com/kevin-drum/2015/12/strike-two-pair-new-york-times-reporters
http://www.salon.com/2015/12/18/the_new_york_times_blew_this_big_time_an_epic_reporting_fail_with_dire_national_consequences/
http://publiceditor.blogs.nytimes.com/2015/07/27/a-clinton-story-fraught-with-inaccuracies-how-it-happened-and-what-next/
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/07/24/us/politics/inquiry-is-sought-in-hillary-clinton-email-account.html
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state. Reporting by the third reporter on the current article, Julia Preston, who covers immigration, was restricted 
to the visa-vetting process.) 

I talked on Friday to the executive editor, Dean Baquet; to one of his chief deputies, Matt Purdy; and to the 
Washington editor, Bill Hamilton, who edited the article. All described what happened as deeply troubling. Mr. 
Baquet said that some new procedures need to be put in place, especially for dealing with anonymous sources, 
and he said he would begin working on that immediately. 

“This was a really big mistake,” Mr. Baquet said, “and more than anything since I’ve become editor it does make 
me think we need to do something about how we handle anonymous sources.” 

He added: “This was a system failure that we have to fix.” However, Mr. Baquet said it would not be realistic or 
advisable to ban anonymous sources entirely from The Times. 

How did this specific mistake happen? 

“Our sources misunderstood how social media works and we didn’t push hard enough,” said Mr. Baquet, who 
read the article before publication. He said those sources apparently did not know the difference between public 
and private messages on social-media platforms. 

I asked him why reporters or editors had not insisted on seeing or reading the social media posts in question, or 
even having them read aloud to them; he told me he thought that this would have been unrealistic under the 
circumstances, but that without that kind of direct knowledge, more caution was required. 

Mr. Purdy said “we need to have a red flag” on such stories. He said he believed The Times has an “overreliance” 
on anonymous sources. Mr. Hamilton sees another lesson, too. “When we don’t know the details, as we didn’t 
here, there’s probably a reason for that,” he said. He added: “We didn’t see the dangers.” 

All the editors said that slowing down, despite the highly competitive nature of a hot news story, is a necessary 
measure. 

Mr. Baquet staunchly defended Mr. Schmidt and Mr. Apuzzo (who, he noted, won a Pulitzer Prize for investigative 
reporting at The Associated Press on the New York police’s surveillance of Muslims), calling them “really fine 
reporters who have broken a lot of great stories” in recent months. Mr. Hamilton agreed, and noted that Mr. 
Apuzzo and Mr. Schmidt cover two of the most sensitive beats in Washington — national security and law 
enforcement, respectively, including the F.B.I. 

Mr. Baquet rejected the idea that the sources had a political agenda that caused them to plant falsehoods. 
“There’s no reason to think that’s the case,” he said. 

The Times needs to fix its overuse of unnamed government sources. And it needs to slow down the reporting 
and editing process, especially in the fever-pitch atmosphere surrounding a major news event. Those are 
procedural changes, and they are needed. But most of all, and more fundamental, the paper needs to show far 
more skepticism – a kind of prosecutorial scrutiny — at every level of the process. 

Two front-page, anonymously sourced stories in a few months have required editors’ notes that corrected key 
elements – elements that were integral enough to form the basis of the headlines in both cases. That’s not 
acceptable for Times readers or for the paper’s credibility, which is its most precious asset. 

If this isn’t a red alert, I don’t know what will be. 

 

 

 


